From us To you

From a speck of salt,
To the deepest waters,
Our passion grows the same,
The love we give, the way we see,
With hope with courage,
Things will change,
What if our school had the most,
Or least,
We find ourselves in our school,
Our community, no matter who you are,
What you achieve,
A school should be a place of hope,
Love,
Selflessness,
And freedom,
From a speck of salt,
To the deepest waters,
School is a form of us
Who we become,
From our school,
To our hearts,
We have us
The day our school comes closer to who we are,
Is the day we see the true color in the world
When everyone is equal
When we no longer see pure blue
Our school,
To us
Who we are is shaped by what we do
Let our school decide the people we are
And together
We’ll find each other in the dark
Let our school be our light
Let our lives be the source
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